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We present a new technique for obtaining decision procedures for modal logics of 
programs. The technique centers around a new class of finite automata on infinite trees for 
which the emptiness problem can be solved in polynomial time. The decision procedures then 
consist of constructing an automaton A, for a given formulaf, such that A, accepts some tree 
if and only if f is satisfiable. We illustrate our technique by giving exponential decision 
procedures for several variants of deterministic propositional dynamic logic. 0 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Propositional modal logics of programs are formal systems for reasoning about 
the behavior of program schemes. They are of two different types: dynamic logics, a 
la Pratt [ 191, are used for reasoning about the input/output behavior of program 
schemes, while temporal logics, a la Pnueli [ 181 are used for reasoning about their 
ongoing behavior. Most of the propositional program logics studied in the 
literature are known to have a decidable satisfiability problem. A general technique 
to show their decidability is by reduction to SnS, the second-order theory of n suc- 
cessor functions [7]. Rabin has shown that SnS is decidable [24], but the upper 
bound established by that reduction is, unfortunately, nonelementary [ 151. 
For several of these logics exponential time upper bounds have been established 
using the so-called small model property. This property, established first for 
propositional dynamic logic [6], says that if a formula of length n is satisfiable, i.e., 
if it has a model, then it also has a “small model,” i.e., a model whose cardinality is 
at most exponential in n. While this property by itself gives only a nondeterministic 
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exponential time upper bound, it has been sharpened by Pratt [20, 211 to give a 
deterministic exponential time upper bound. Pratt has shown two techniques, the 
tableau technique [21] and the maximal model technique [20], to deterministically 
construct models of size exponential in the length of the formula. 
Unfortunately, for certain logics the structures constructed by Pratt’s techniques 
are actually not models. However, they are still useful for a decision procedure, 
because they can be shown to be pseudo-models [l, 41, i.e., they can generate a 
(possibly infinite) model by a process of unwinding. Showing that pseudo-models 
can be unwound to models is the most difficult part in the decidability proofs. It 
depends on the intricacies of the logic at hand, and despite obvious similarities does 
not carry over from logic to logic. Thus, while it is known that propositional 
dynamic logic with deterministic programs (DPDL) is decidable in exponential time 
[l], it is not known whether this upper bound still holds if we add to the logic the 
loop construct, as is the case for propositional dynamic logic with nondeterministic 
programs (PDL) [23]. (Note that DPDL is not a special case of PDL.) 
Another useful property of these logics is the tree model property. Models of these 
logics can be viewed as labeled graphs and these graphs can be unraveled into 
bounded-branching infinite tree-structured models. The reduction of the logics to 
SnS depends crucially on this property. The decidability of SnS has been 
established via a reduction to the emptiness problem of automata on infinite trees 
(i.e., the problem whether a given automaton accepts some tree) [24]. This suggests 
that decision procedures for the propositional program logics can be obtained by 
directly reducing satisfiability to that emptiness problem. The idea is, for a given a 
formula f, to construct a tree automaton A such that A accepts exactly the tree 
models off: Thus f is satisfiable if and only if A accepts some tree. This approach 
was used by Streett [28, 291 to establish elementary upper bounds for PDL 
augmented with the repeat and conuerse constructs. Thus one is tempted to try to 
apply Streett’s technique to other logics as well. 
Unfortunately, this technique cannot even establish the known exponential upper 
bounds. For example, for PDL, whose exponential upper bound proof does not 
even require the pseudo-model argument [21, 223, Streett’s technique establishes a 
triply exponential upper bound. Indeed, the size of the constructed automaton is 
exponential in the size of the formula, and testing for emptiness takes time doubly 
exponential in the size of the automaton. The problem is that, for most logics, one 
does not need the full power of the automata used by Streett, and it is that power 
that makes it so hard to test for emptiness. There is, however, another type of tree 
automata, called special automata in [25], which we call Bikhi automata, since they 
generalize Biichi automata over infinite words [3]. Rabin has shown that emptiness 
for Biichi automata can be tested in polynomial time. Thus an exponential reduc- 
tion of satishability to the emptiness problem for Bi.ichi automata would establish 
an exponential upper bound for the satisfiability problem.’ 
‘This reduction is independently used in [8] to prove an exponential upper bound for a certain tem- 
poral logic. 
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While Bi.ichi automata are indeed powerful enough for the reduction from 
satisliability to emptiness to work, the reduction turns out to be quite cumbersome. 
To simplify things we introduce a new type of automata, which we call s&tree 
automata. Subtree automata are automata that check that under every node in the 
tree there exists a certain finite subtree. With subtree automata, the reduction of 
satisliability to emptiness is quite straightforward. Moreover, we show that subtree 
automata can be translated into Biichi automata, with only a quadratic increase in 
size. Thus emptiness of subtree automata can be checked in polynomial time, and 
the reduction establishes the desired exponential upper bound for satisliability. 
The resulting technique turns out to be powerful and unifying. It enables us to 
supply simpler proofs for known results and to obtain many new exponential upper 
bounds. The power of the technique lies in the fact that it abstracts the logical 
issues into an automata theoretic framework. Once this abstraction is done, we can 
prove results for several distinct logics by a single automata theoretic argument. 
For example, the proof that emptiness of Biichi automata can be checked in 
polynomial time relies on an unwinding argument. This unwinding corresponds to 
the unwinding of pseudo-models to models. It is done here, however, in an 
automata-theoretic framework, with no need to take the intricacies of the logic into 
account, and it is done once and for all, with no need to repeat it for every logic. 
Another advantage is that this technique does not depend on the small model 
property (or small pseudo-model property). This property is usually established by 
the filtration technique. The essence of this technique is the identification of nodes 
in a Kripke structure that satisfy the same formulas. While the filtration technique 
works for several logic, it fails for several others [7, 28, 291. The tree model 
property, on the other hand, seems to be much more basic, and it holds in cases 
where the filtration technique fails [S, 7, 28, 291. Thus automata based decision 
procedures have a wider applicability. 
We demonstrate our technique with three proofs. We first prove an exponential 
upper bound for ADPDL (deterministic PDL of flowcharts). Our proof is 
significantly simpler than the original proof in [l]. We then prove an exponential 
upper bound for loop-ADPDL, which is the extension of ADPDL by the loop con- 
struct. (Intuitively, loop(a) means that the program a may loop.) Again, the proof is 
significantly simpler than the proof in [23] for the nodeterministic version of loop- 
ADPDL. Finally, we prove an exponential upper bound for converse-ADPDL, 
which is the extension of ADPDL with the converse construct. (Intuitively, the con- 
verse of a program a is a program that runs the computation of a backwards.) The 
converse construct poses special problems for our technique, and unlike the first 
two proofs the last proof is quite involved. 
The automata-theoretic techniques presented here are closely related to, but 
significantly different from, the techniques in the preliminary version of this paper 
[32]. We discuss these differences in the Appendix. 
571/32/2-3 
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2. AUTOMATA ON INFINITE TREES 
Before defining the classes of automata on infinite trees we are interested in and 
examining their emptiness problem, we will, to make our notation clear, define 
classical sequential automata and some technical notions concerning infinite trees. 
2.1. Sequential Automata 
A sequential automaton is a tuple A = (C, S, p, sO, F) 
. C is the alphabet. 
. S is a set of states. 
p: S x C + 2’ is the transition function. For each state and letter it gives the 
possible successors. 
. s0 is the initial state. 
. FE S is a set of accepting states. 
We extend p to C* in the following way: p(s, 1) = {s} (1 is the empty string), and 
p(s, wa) = {t: t E p(s’, a) for some s’ E p(s, w)}. A accepts a word w EC* if 
ds,, w) n FZ $3. 
Given an automation A = (C, S, p, sO, F), for each s E S, we define As, to be the 
automaton (C, S, p, s, F), i.e., the automaton A where the state s replaces s0 as the 
initial state. Similarly, for states s, t E S, we define Ai. to be the automaton 
(C, x P, $3 {t>,. 
2.2. Infinite Trees 
We need to define some technical notions concerning n-ary trees. Let [n] denote 
the set {l,..., n). An n-ary tree T is a labeling of the set [n]* by letters from an 
alphabet C, that is T: [n] * + C. If x, y E [n] *, then 
l If x = A then x is called the root of the tree. 
. x is the predecessor of y and y is the successor of x, if y = xi for some 
iE [n]. 
l x precedes y and y succeeds x, denoted x f y, if there is z E [n] * such that 
y=xz. 
. x properly precedes y and y properly succeeds x, denoted x < y, if x precedes 
y and x # y. 
A path starting at a node XE [n]* is an infinite set x0, x1,... such that x0=x and 
xi+1 is a successor of xi for all i > 0. For a tree T: [n] * + Z and a path p, inf( T, p) 
is the set of labels that appear infinitely often on p. That is, 
inf(T,p)= (o:for all x~p there is yip such that x< y and T(y)=oj. 
2.3. Biichi Automata 
A Biichi automaton on n-ary trees is a tuple A = (Z, S, p, S,, F), where 
l C is the alphabet. 
l S is a set of states. 
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l p:sxL-+2 s” is the transition function. For each state and letter it gives 
the possible sets of n successors. 
l S,, c S is the set of initial states. 
l FG S is a set of designated states. As we will see later, F defines the accep- 
tance condition. 
In the sequel we assume that our automata run on n-ary trees without mention- 
ing it explicitly. 
A run of an automaton A over a tree T: [n]* + C is an n-ary tree 4: [n]* + S, 
where #(A) E So and for every x E [n] *, we have (4(x1),..., @(xn)) E P(#(x), T(x)). A 
run 4 of A over T is accepting if and only if, for all infinite paths p starting at 1 we 
have inf(& p) n F # 0. A accepts T if it has an accepting run on T. T(A) is the set 
of trees accepted by A. 
This kind of automaton was defined in [25] under the name special automata. 
We call them Biichi automata in honor of Biichi, since the acceptance condition is 
similar to the one used by Btichi [3] for automata on infinite words. 
Other kinds of automata on infinite trees have been defined by changing the 
acceptance condition [24, 28, 291. In Miller automata, rather then having a set F 
of designated states, we have a collection F c 2’ of designated sets. A run 4 of A 
over T is accepting if and only if, for all infinite paths p starting at 1 we have 
inf(& p) E F. Miiller used the notion of designated sets to define acceptance of 
automata on infinite words [16]. Rabin was the first to use it for trees [24]. 
In Rabin automata [26], rather then having designated sets, we have a collection 
F c 2’ x 2’ of designated pairs of sets. A run 4 of A over T is accepting if and only 
if for all infinite paths p starting at 1 we have that inf(& p) n X= @ and 
inf(& p)n Y# @ for some (X, Y)E F. 
In Streett automata, called complemented pair automata in [28, 291, we again 
have a collection of designated pairs, but the definition of acceptance is different. A 
run 4 of A over T is accepting if and only if for all infinite paths p starting at 1 we 
have that if inf(& p) n Xf @ then inf(#, p) n Y # 0 for all (X, Y) E F. 
It is easy to see that the definition of acceptance in Biichi automata is a special 
case of all the other definitions. Indeed, it follows from the results in [25] that 
Biichi automata are weaker than the other kinds of automata. That is, there exist a 
set Y of n-ary trees, a Miiller automaton A 1, a Rabin automation A,, and a Streett 
automaton A 3, such that Y= T(A,)= T(A,)= T(A,), but such that for no Biichi 
automaton A we have Y = T(A). 
The essential difference between Biichi acceptance and the other types of accep- 
tance conditions is that in Biichi acceptance we only care about the states that 
appear infinitely often, while in the other conditions we also care about the states 
that do not appear infinitely often. The usefulness of Btichi acceptance in our con- 
text comes from the way that eventualities behave in modal program logics. An 
eventuality is a formula that requires that some other formula will eventually hold 
(e.g., Fp in temporal logic). In automata terms, it can be viewed as stating that if 
one goes through a given state (where the eventually is required) then one will go 
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through a state where it is satisfied. Given that for an eventuality the union of the 
set of states where it is required and the set of states where it is satisfied (or no 
longer required) is the whole set of states, this acceptance condition can be 
expressed as a Biichi acceptance condition. 
2.4. The Emptiness Problem 
The emptiness problem for a class of automata is to determine, given an 
automaton A in that class, whether there is any tree accepted by A. Algorithms for 
solving the emptiness problem for the different classes of tree automata were given 
in [24, 25, 10, 261. For Rabin automata the best time upper bound is exponential 
[26], and for Miiller and Streett automata it is doubly exponential [lo, 28, 291.2 
The difficulty of the problem stems from having to care not only about the states 
that repeat infinitely often but also about the states that do not repeat infinitely 
often. On the other hand, for Bikhi automata on binary trees, Rabin gave a 
polynomial time algorithm [25]. Here we consider Biichi automata on n-ary trees. 
We measure the complexity in the size of the automata, which is the length of the 
string describing them in some standard encoding. We first need some technical 
results. 
A subtree rooted at a node x E [n] * is a finite nonempty subset W, c [n] * such 
that: 
. if y E W,, then y succeeds x, 
l if y E W,, and yi E W, for some i E [n], then yj E W, for all Jo [n], and 
l ifyiEW,andyi#x,thenyEW,. 
Note that in particular we must have x E W,. If y E W, and there is some i E [n] 
such that yi6 W,, then we say that y is an internal node, otherwise, y is a leaf 
We now prove a lemma that relates labels appearing infinitely often on the paths 
of a tree to the existence of some subtrees within that tree, As we will see, this will 
be useful to deal with acceptance conditions of automata on infinite trees. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T: [n]* -+ S be an n-ary infinite tree, and let S’ be a subset of S. 
The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) For every path p starting at 1 we have inf( T, p) n S’ # 0. 
(2) For every x E [n]* there exists a finite subtree WC [n]*, 1 W( > 1, rooted 
at x such that tf y E W is a leaf of W, then T(y) E S’. 
Proof. (1) * (2). Suppose that for every path p starting at 1 we have 
inf( T, p) n S’ # 0. For a given node x, let X be the set of minimal nodes y properly 
preceded by x such that 7’(y) E S’; that is, 
X= { y: x < y, T(y) E s’, and if x < z d y and T(z) E S’ then z = y}. 
2We assume some standard encoding for the automata. The size of an automaton is the length of its 
encoding. 
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By the conditions of the lemma, every path starting at x intersects X. Let W be the 
set of nodes between x and the nodes in X, that is, 
We leave it to the reader to verify that by K&rig’s infinity lemma, W is the desired 
subtree. Clearly, 1 WI > 1. 
(2) 3 (1). Let p be a path starting at J and let x E p. By assumption there exists a 
finite subtree W c [n]* rooted at x such that if y E W is a leaf, then T(y) E S’. Since 
W is finite, there is a leaf y of W such that y E p. But then T(y) E S’. [ 
THEOREM 2.2. The emptiness problem for Biichi automata is logspace complete 
for PTIME. 
ProoJ In PTME. The algorithm is analogous to the algorithm in [25] for 
Biichi automata on binary trees. Rather then repeat it, we give an informal descrip- 
tion. 
Since we deal with nondeterministic automata, we can assume that the alphabet 
C consists of a single letter a. Let us define a good subtree embedded in an 
automaton A = (C, S, p, S,, F) and rooted at a state s as a subtree WC [n]*, 
( WI > 1, rooted at 2 and a mapping 4: W -+ S, where d(n) = s, for every internal 
node XE W, we have (#(xl),..., d(xn)) E p(d(x), a), and for every leaf XE W we have 
d(x) E F. 
The algorithm for testing emptiness works by repeatedly eliminating states of the 
automaton that are not roots of good subtrees embedded in the automaton. Note 
that after a state is eliminated, both the transition function p, and the set F of 
designated states have to be updated accordingly. The algorithm stops when no 
more states can be eliminated. The automaton accepts some tree iff some initial 
state is not eliminated. 
To test for the existence of good subtrees we use the algorithm in [30] for testing 
emptiness of automata on finite trees, which runs in time polynomial in the size of 
the automata. Clearly, our algorithm runs in time polynomial in the size of the 
automata (in fact, it can be made to run in quadratic time). It remains to prove 
that the initial state is not eliminated iff the automaton accepts some tree. 
By Lemma 2.1, if a state is eliminated then it cannot participate in any accepting 
run. Thus, if all initial states are eliminated, then the automaton does not accept 
any tree. It remains to show that if some initial state is not eliminated, then the 
automaton accepts some tree. We prove this by constructing an accepting run. 
Since the algorithm has eliminated all eliminable states, we know that for all 
states s there is a good subtree of positive depth embedded in the automaton, which 
is labeled by non-eliminable states whose frontier is labeled by states in F. We con- 
struct the run in stages, where at each stage we have a finite subtree of an accepting 
run. At stage 0 we have d(n) E S,. At stage i, 0 < i < w, we append to each leaf of 
the finite tree constructed in stage i- 1 a finite tree of positive depth whose frontier 
is labeled by states in F. By Lemma 2.1, the constructing run is an accepting one. 
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Hard for PTIME. We show that the problem is hard for PTIME by reduction 
from the path system problem in [13]. An instance of the path system problem 
consists of a set U of nodes, a set X of initial nodes, a set Y of final nodes, and a 
ternary relation R c U3. The problem is to determine if some node in Y is 
accessible, where the set of accessible nodes is the smallest set that contains X, and 
includes an element z whenever there are acessible nodes x and y and a triple 
(x, y, z) E R. Given an instance of the problem, we construct a Biichi automaton 
A = (2, S, p, So, F) as follows: Z = {a} consists of a single letter, S= U, S, = Y, 
F= X, and (x, y) E p(z, a) iff either (x, y, z) E R or x = 3: = z E X. We leave it to the 
reader to verify that there is an accessible node in Y iff A accepts some tree. a 
In the above proof of the correctness of the algorithm, we have unwound what 
remained of the transition function after the elimination of eliminable states into an 
accepting run. This is the automata-theoretic analogue of the unwinding process 
that converts pseudo-models to models. 
In the process of reducing satisfiability to emptiness we shall find it useful to 
describe a set of trees by several automata rather than a single one. That is, we 
describe a set of trees as T(A,) n . . n T(A,- ,). We now show that we can describe 
such a set of trees by a single Biichi automaton with only a polynomial increase in 
size. Let (Al denote the number of states of the automaton A. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A, ,..., Ak-, be Biichi automata. There is a Biichi automaton A 
with k nf:d IAJstates such that T(A) = T(A,) n ... n T(A,_ 1). 
ProoJ Rabin [25] has proved the claim for k = 2. We extend his proof to an 
arbitrary number of automata. 
Let Ai= (C, S’, pi, Sg, Fi). Define A = (C, S, p, S,, F) as follows: 
and 
S=S”x ... xSk ‘x (O,...,k-1}, 
so = s; x ...s;-1 x (O}, 
F=pxS’x ...Sk-‘x {0}, 
((s?,..., s:~ ’ ,j) )...) (SZ )...) s;-‘,j))Ep((SO ,..., Sk-‘, 4, a) 
iff (s; ,..., st) E p(si, a), for 0 6 i < k - 1, and either s’ q! F and i = j or si E F’ and j = 
i+ 1 (mod k). 
We leave it to the reader to show that T(A) = T(A,) n . . . n T(A, _ I ). 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. Foe every fixed k, we can test in polynomial time, for given 
Biichi automata Ao,..., A,- ,, whether T(A,) n ... n T(A,- ,) is nonempty. 
2.5. Subtree Automata 
We are now going to define a new class of automata on infinite n-ary trees, which 
we call subtree automata. Intuitively, a subtree automaton is an automaton that 
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verities that if a node in the tree is labeled by a certain symbol, then this node is the 
root of a subtree accepted by some finite automaton on finite trees. Formally, a 
subtree automaton A is a tuple (C, S, p, 5, F), where 
. C is the alphabet, 
l S is the state set, 
l p:sx.Z-*2 s” is the transition function, 
. 5: C + S is the labeling function, and 
. Fc S is the nonempty set of accepting states. 
A tree T: [n] * + Z is accepted by A if the following two conditions hold: 
. (t(T(xl )L, S(T(xn))) E dt(T(x)), T(x)) for every XE Cnl*, and 
l for every x E [n]* there exists a finite subtree WC [n]* rooted at x and a 
mapping 4: W-+ S such that d(x) = 5( T(x)), if y E W is a leaf then 4(y) E F, and if 
z E W is an internal node then (d(zl),..., $(zn)) E p($(z), T(z)). 
The first acceptance condition requires that the labeling 5 of the tree is compatible 
with the transition function of A. The second condition, requires that below each 
node x of the tree, there is a subtree accepted by A viewed as an automaton on 
finite trees with initial state t(T(x)). We call the first condition the labeling con- 
dition and we call the second condition the subtree condition. 
By the results in [25], a subtree automaton, even without the labeling condition, 
can be converted to a Biichi automaton with an exponential increase in size. We 
show now that because of the labeling condition we can do this conversion with 
only a quadratic increase in size. Before proving this we need a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A = (Z, S, p, 5, F) be a subtree automaton. Then A accepts a tree 
T: [n]* +Z iff 
l (5(T(xl)),..., t(T(xn)))Ep(4(T(x))for every XE Cnl*, and 
. for every x E [n] * there exists afinite subtree W c [n] *, 1 WI > 1 rooted at x 
and a mapping 4: W + S such that 4(x) = [(T(x)), if y E W is a leaf then q4( y) E F, 
and ifz E W is an internal node then (#(zl),..., d(zn)) E p(d(z), T(z)). 
Proof The only difference between the condition in the lemma and the standard 
condition of acceptance is the requirement that the subtrees consist of more than 
one node. Thus the “if’ direction is trivial. For the “only if’ direction assume that A 
accepts T. The labeling condition clearly holds, so it remains to show the existence 
of the “right” subtrees. 
Let x E [n]*. Then there exists a finite subtree W, c [n]* rooted at x and a map- 
ping $X: W, + S such that bX(x) = [(T(x)), if y E W, is a leaf then d,(y) E F, and if 
ZE W, is an internal node then ($,(zl),..., #,(zn))Ep(b,(z), T(z)). If I W,l > 1, we 
are done, so suppose that W, = {x}. For every successor y of x there exists a finite 
subtree WV c [n]* rooted at x and a mapping dY: W.,. + S such that &(y) = 
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t( T(y)), if z E IV, is a leaf then 4,(z) E F, and if z E W., is an internal node then 
($,.(zl h..., d,(zn)) E ~(4.h)~ T(z)). Define 
W=u(W;:ZE{X,X1)...) xn}}, 
and 
cj= lJ{q&: ZE {x, xl )...) x?z}}. 
Clearly, 1 WI > 1, and it is easy to verify that 4 satisfies the desired properties. 
THEOREM 2.6. Every subtree automaton with m states is equivalent to a Biichi 
automaton with m2 states. 
ProofI Let A = (S, Z, p, 4, F) be a subtree automaton. We now define two new 
transition functions pl, p2 : S x C --f 2’“: 
l pr(s, a) = p(s, a) if s = &a), and p,(s, a) = /z, otherwise. 
l p2(s, a) = p(<(a), a) if s E F, and p2(s, a) = p(s, a) otherwise. 
These transition functions let us define two Biichi automata: B, = (C, S, pl, S, S) 
and B, = (C, S, p2, S, F). Basically, B, will take care of checking the labelling con- 
dition and B, of checking the subtree condition. Let us thus show that a tree 
T: [n]* + S is accepted by A iff it is accepted by both B, and B, . 
Suppose first that T is accepted by B, and B,. This means there are accepting 
runs +r, 1,4?: [n]* + S of B, and B, (resp.) on T. We verify first the labeling 
property holds. Clearly, pl($,(x). T(x))= 0 for every XE [n]*. Thus, til(x)= 
<(T(x)). Consequently, for every x E [n]*, 
(5(T(xl),..., S(T(xn)))= (Icl,(xlL..., $l(xn))~pl(lCll(x), T(x))=~(t(T(x)), T(x)). 
It remains to verify the subtree condition. 
Let x E [n]*, by Lemma 2.1, there exists a finite subtree W, c [n] * rooted at x 
such that if y E W, is a leaf then tj2(y) E F. Let now z be a leaf of W,. By 
Lemma 2.1, there exists a finite subtree W, c [n]* rooted at z such that if y E Wz is 
a leaf then $=(y) E F. Assume without loss of generality that for all internal nodes 
YE Wz-- {z} we have that ti2(y)#F. Let 
W= W,v {YE W,: z is a leaf of W,}. 
We claim that W satisfies the subtree condition for the node x. Indeed, a suitable 
mapping 4: W - S can be defined in the following way: d(y) = r( T( y)) for y E W,, 
and 4(y)=ij2(y) for YE Wz-- {z}, where z is a leaf of W,. 
Clearly d(y) E F for any leafy of W. We show that for all internal nodes y E W we 
have (4(~1),..., 4(w)) E P(~(Y)~ T(Y)). 
Let y be an internal node of W,. Then b(y) = <(T(y)), and by the labeling con- 
dition (d(yl L 4(yn)) E P(~(Y), T(Y)). 
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Let z be a leaf of W,. Then $*(z)E F. Consequently, 
(&l h-7 4h)) = (ti*(zl L $*b)) E P2($2(Zh T(z)) 
= P(S(T(Z)), T(z)) = P(&)> T(z)). 
Let y be an internal node, different form z, of Wz. Then 4(y) = e2(y) $ F. Con- 
sequently, 
(4(zl L O(zn)) = (1//*(zf L $Azn)) E P2(1c/*(Z), T(z)) = P(d(Yh T(Y)). 
We now have to show that if T is accepted by A then it is accepted by both B, 
and B2. We first define a mapping tjl : [n] * + S by $,(x) = <(T(x)). By the labeling 
condition, $r is an accepting run of B, on T. 
We now define a mapping $*: [n]* -+ S by defining it on a sequence W,, W, ,..., 
of subtrees rooted in II in such that a way that if x is a leaf of one of these subtrees 
then IJ~(x) E F. The first subtree is W, = {A}, and we define ti2(A) = s, where s is an 
arbitrary member of F. Suppose that 1c/:! is defined on a subtree W, and let XE W,, 
be a leaf. By induction, $*(x)E F. By Lemma 2.5, there exists a finite subtree 
W,c [n]*, 1 W,l > 1, rooted at x and a mapping 4: W,+ S such that 4(x)= 
ljT(x)), do F for each y E W, that is a leaf, and (&zl),..., d(zn))~~(@(z), T(z)) 
for each z E W that is an internal node. We can assume that if y is an internal node 
of W, different from x then b(y) $ F. For a node y E W, - {x}, define ti2( y) = 4(y). 
We show now that for every internal node YE W., we have that 
($2(~1 L $AY~)) E PA$AYL T(Y)). Indeed, if Y =x, then d(y) = 4(7’(v)) and 
$J y) E F. Consequently, 
($,(yl L $AY~)) = (4~1 L, &un)) E P(S(T(Y)), T(Y)) = PA$AY)> T(Y)). 
If, on the other hand, y #x, then tir(y) = d(y) 4 F. Consequently, 
($,(yl L $,(yn)) = (ad,..., &yn)) E A@(Y), T(Y)) = PA~CIZ(Y), T(Y). 
Let 
W n+l = W,u{y~ W,:xisaleafof Wn>. 
Clearly, Up”=, W, = [n]*, so t,G2 is a run of B, on T. Furthermore, for every x E [n]* 
there exists a finite subtree WC [n]*, 1 WI > 1, rooted at x such that if y E W is a 
leaf then $*(y)~ F. Thus by Lemma 2.1, for every path p starting at A, 
inf(ll/,, p) n F # @. Thus, ti2 is an accepting run. 
We have shown that T is accepted by both B, and B,. Finally, by Theorem 2.3, 
we can construct an automaton B such that a tree T is accepted by B iff it is 
accepted by both B, and B,. It follows that the subtree automaton A is equivalent 
to the Biichi automaton B. a 
Subtree automata are more adequate than Biichi automata for the purpose of 
reducing satisfiability to emptiness. Nevertheless, to facilitate our task in the rest of 
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the paper, we now specialize the notion of subtree automata even further. The trees 
that we shall deal with are going to be labeled by sets of formulas, and the states of 
the automata that will accept these trees are also going to be sets of formulas. Thus, 
we consider automata where the alphabet and the set of states are the same set and 
have the structure of a power-set. We will call these automata set-subtree automata. 
Formally, a set-subtree automaton A is a pair (Y, p), where 
. Y is a finite set of basic symbols (in fact these symbols will be just formulas 
of the logic). The power set 2y serves both as the alphabet C and as the state set S. 
The empty set serves as a single accepting state. We will denote elements of 2Y by 
a, b,..., when viewed as letters from the alphabet C, and by s, sr,..., when viewed as 
elements of the state set S. 
l p: S x C + 2” is a transition function such that 
(1) p(s,a)#O iff s=a, 
(2) U3~...3 0) E ~(121, a), 
(3) if scs’, s, cs’, ,..., s,csi, and (s ,,..., s~)EP(s’, a), then (s’, ,..., S;)E 
P(S, a). 
(4) if (sl, ,..., sln) E PCS,, a) and (s2, ,..., sZn) E P(s,, a), then (sil u Sag,..., 
s~~us~~)w(ws~~Q 
A tree T: [n]* + C is accepted by A if for every x E [n]* and everyfe T(x) there 
exists a finite subtree WC [In]* rooted at x and a mapping 4: W+ S such that 
l 4(x)= if)> 
l if y E W is a leaf then 4(y) = (25, and 
l if ZE W is an internal node then (d(zl),..., d(zn))~p(&z), T(z)). 
The acceptance condition requires that for each node x of the tree and for each 
each formula fin T(x), the “right” formulas appear in the labels of the nodes under 
x. Intuitively, the transition of the automaton are meant to capture the fact that if a 
certain formula appears in the label of a node x, then certain formulas must appear 
in the labels of the successors of x. The four conditions imposed on the transition 
relation p can be explained as follows: 
(1) The formulas in the state of the automaton are formulas that the 
automaton is trying to verify. A minimal requirement is that these formulas appear 
in the label of the scanned node of the tree. As we will see, this condition is related 
to the labeling condition defined for subtree automata. 
(2-3) These are what we call monotonicity conditions. A transition of the 
automaton is a minimum requirement on the formulas that holds of xl,..., xn given 
the formulas that the automaton is trying to verify at x. Clearly if there is nothing 
to verify at x, then nothing is required at xl,..., xn (condition 2)). Also, the transi- 
tion is still legal if we try to verify fewer formulas at x or more formulas at xl,..., xn. 
(4) This is an additiuity condition. It says that there is no interaction between 
different formulas that the automaton is trying to verify at node x. Thus the union 
of two transitions is a legal transition. 
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The acceptance condition requires that for each node of the tree, if we start the 
automaton in each of the singleton sets corresponding to the members of the label 
of that node, it accepts a finite subtree. We will now prove that, given conditions 
(2), (3), and (4), it is equivalent to require that the automaton accepts when started 
in the state identical to the label of the node. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let A = (Y, p) be a set-subtree automaton, let T: [n]* -+ 2’” be a 
tree, and let x E [n]*. The following are equivalent: 
( 1) There exist a finite subtree W c [n] * rooted at x and a mapping 4: W -+ S 
such that d(x) = T(x), if y E W is a leaf then d(y) = 0, and if z E W is an internal 
node then (hzl h..., d(zn)) E p(d(z), T(z)). 
(2) For every f E T(x) there exists a finite subtree Wrc [n]* rooted at x and a 
mapping 1+3~r: Wr + S such that 4Xx) = {f }, if y E W/ is a leaf then d,(y) = 0, and if 
z E W’, is an internal node then (41(zl),..., 4,jzn)) E p(+4Az), T(z)). 
Proof (1) * (2). Let f E T(x). We take lVr= W, and define $f as follows: 
$#={f) and d,b)=K~) for YZ x. We only have to show that (#,(x1),..., 
4,(xn))Ep(4/(x), T(x)). But this follows, by the monotonicity condition (3) in the 
definition of set-subtree automata, given that 41(x) c d(x). 
(2)* (1). If T(x)= 0 take W= {x}, otherwise take W= UIErC,, kVr. It is easy 
to verify that W is a subtree rooted at x. Also, if y is a leaf of W, then for each 
f E T(x), either y is a leaf of W, or y $ W,-. For every f E T(x) extend 4,. to W by 
defining d,(y) = @ for y E W- NJ’/. If T(x) = 0 we define 4(x) = 0, otherwise we 
define d(y) = Uf, TC.Kj b,r(y) for each y E W. By the above observation concerning 
leaves, if y is a leaf of W then d(y) = 0. Furthermore, by condition (4) in the 
definition of the set-subtree automata, if ZE W is an internal node then 
C&l L hzn)) E Ad(z), T(z)). I 
We can now prove that set-subtree automata can be converted to subtree 
automata without any increase in size. Thus, by Theorem 2.6, a set-subtree 
automaton can be converted to an equivalent Btichi automaton with only a 
quadratic increase in size. 
THEOREM 2.8. The set-subtree automaton A = (Y, p) is equivalent to the subtree 
automaton A’= (2y, 2 y, p, <, { @}), where r is the identity function. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.7, it is immediate that if a tree T is accepted by the 
automaton A’, then it is also accepted by A. Also by Lemma 2.7, if the tree T is 
accepted by the set-subtree automaton A, the subtree condition of the subtree 
automaton A’ is satisfied. It remains to show that g satisfied the labeling condition. 
In other words, since < is the identity mapping, we have to show that for every 
x E [n]*, (T(xl),..., T(xn)) E p( T(x), T(x)). S’ mce A accepts T, there exists a finite 
subtree WC [n] * rooted at x and a mapping 4: W -+ S such that 4(x) = T(x), if 
y E W is a leaf then 4(y) = 0, and if z E W is an internal node then 
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(d(zl),..., #(zn))~p(4(z), T(z)). If W= (x}, then T(X)= a, and by the 
monotonicity conditions we have (T(x1 ),..., T(xn)) E p( T(x), T(x)). Otherwise, 
{xl ,..., xn} c W, so (4(x1) ,..., #(xn))~p(T(x), T(x)). Consider now each xi, iE [n]. 
If #(xi) = 0, then clearly $(xi) c T(xi). Otherwise, p(&xi), T(xi)) # 0, so, by con- 
dition (1) in the definition of set-subtree automata, qS(xi) c T(xi). Thus by the 
monotonicity condition (T(xl),..., T(xn)) E p( 7’(x), T(x)). 1 
3. DETERMINISTIC PROPOSITIONAL DYNAMIC LOGK 
We assume familiarity with dynamic logic [19] and with propositional dynamic 
logic (PDL) [6]. 
Deterministic propositional dynamic logic (DPDL) is a propositional dynamic 
logic with deterministic atomic programs. It was studied in [ 11, where an exponen- 
tial decision procedure was given. The proof of the decision procedure given there is 
quite complicated. Here, we show how it can be substantially simplified using the 
automata theoretic result established in the previous section. We will consider a 
variant of DPDL, in which programs are described by finite automata rather than 
by regular expressions (cf. [12, 221). This variant is called ADPDL. ADPDL is 
more succinct than DPDL and also has the advantage of fitting nicely with our 
automata theoretic techniques. As the translation from regular expressions to 
automata is linear, our results for ADPDL apply easily to DPDL. 
Formulas of ADPDL are built from a set of atomic propositions Prop and a set 
Prog of atomic programs. The sets of ,formulas, tests, and programs are defined 
inductively as follows: 
. every proposition p E Prop is a formula. 
. if fr and fi are formulas, then l,f, and ,fi A ,fi are formulas. 
l If f is a formula, then f? is a test. 
. if tx is a program and f is a formula, then (c( )f is a formula 
. If c( is a sequential automaton over an alphabet ,Z, where Z is a finite set of 
atomic programs and tests, then c1 is a program. 
ADPDL formulas are interpreted over structures A4 = ( W, R, I7), where W is a 
set of states, R: Prog + 2 wx w is a deterministic transition relation (for each state u 
and atomic program a there is at most one pair (u, u’) E R(a)), and Z7: W -+ 2Pr0p 
assigns truth values to the proposition in Prop for each state in W. We now extend 
R to all programs and define satisfaction of a formula fin a state u of a structure 
M, denoted M, u+f, inductively: 
l R(f?) = {(u, u): M, u+=f). 
l R(a)={( U, u’): there exists a word w = w, . . w, accepted by o! and states 
uO, u1 ,..., U, of W such that u = u,,, U’ = U, and for all 1 < i < n we have (uiP,, ui) E 
R(wi)}. 
. For a proposition p E Prop, M, uk p iff p E n(u). 
l M +=.f, A .fi iff M, +f, and M, u k.fi. 
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0 M, ub if, iff not M, u+=fi. 
l A4, u+ (&)fiff there exists a state U’ such that (u, u’)~R(cr) and M, u’kf: 
Note that only atomic programs are required to be deterministic, while non-atomic 
programs can be nondeterministic. 
A formula f is satisfiable if there is a structure A4 and a state u in the structure 
such that M, uhf: The satisfiability problem is to determine, given a formula f, 
whether f is satisfiable. Before giving the decision procedure for satsitiability of 
ADPDL formulas, we need to define a notion of closure of ADPDL formulas 
similar to the closure defined for PDL in [6]. From now on we identify a formula g 
with 1 lg. The closure of a formula ,f, denoted cl(f ), is defined as follows: 
l fECl(f) 
l Ifgl A g2EcUf) then gl, g2EcUf). 
l If lgEcl(f) then gEcl(f). 
l If gEcl(f) then lgEcl(f). 
. If (CC) gEcl(f) then gEcl(f). 
. If ( CI ) g E cl( f ), where c( = (Z, S, p, sO, F), then g’ E cl(f) for all g’? E C. 
l If (cc)g~cl(f),wherecr=(Z,S,p,s,,F), then (cc,)g~cl(f)foralls~S.~ 
It is not hard to verify that the size of cl(f) is linear in the length off: 
For our techniques to be usable, we first have to prove that ADPDL has the tree 
model property. A tree structure for a formula f is a structure M= ( W, R, II) such 
that: 
(1) WE [n]*, where n is linear in the length off and Wf 0. 
(2) XiEWonlyifxEW. 
(3) (x, y) E R(a) for an atomic program a only if x is the predecessor or the 
successor of y and (x, y) $ R(b) for any other atomic program b. 
If in addition we have that (x, y) E R(a) for an atomic program a only if x is the 
predecessor of y, then M is a one-way tree structure. The reason we consider two- 
way tree structures is that they will be necessary when we extend the logic with the 
converse construct. A tree structure A4 = ( W, R, Z7) is a tree model for f if M, II k f 
(note that since Wf 0, i E W). 
We now show that ADPDL has the one-way tree model property, i.e., if an 
ADPDL formula f is satisfiable, then it has a one-way tree model 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f be a satisfiable ADPDL formula with atomic programs 
al ,..., a,,. Then f has an n-ary one-way tree model. 
ProoJ Suppose that M, ukf, for some structure M= ( W, R, Z7) and some state 
u E W. To show that fhas a one-way tree model, we first define a partial mapping 4: 
[n]* --, W by induction on the length of the words in [n]*. To start, we take 
4(n) = U. Suppose now that 4 is known for every XE [nlk, and let xi~ [nlk+ ‘. If 
ja, is defined in Section 2.1. 
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4(x) is undefined, then so is 4(xi). If d(x) = s E W but s has no aj-successor in M 
(i.e., there is no state TV W such that (s, t) E R(a,)), then again #(xi) is left 
undefined. If 4(x) = s and t is the a,-successor of s (if there is such a successor then 
it must be unique), then &xi) = t. 
We now define a structure M’= (IV’, R’, h”) as follows. IV’= (x: 4(x) is 
defined}, R(aJ = (( x, xi): xi~ IV’}, and D’(x) = ZZ(ti(x)). We claim now that M’ is 
a one-way tree structure and that if XE IV’ and g is any ADPDL formula with 
atomic programs among a ,,..., a,, then M’, xb g iff M, CJ%(X)~ g. The proof is 
straightforward and is left to the reader. In particular we have that M’, A+$ m 
Intuitively, what we have done is to unravel M into a tree with u as its root. 
Furthermore, as all atomic programs are deterministic, the branching factor of the 
tree is at most the number of atomic programs that occur in J: Note that the tree 
model can have infinitely many states, even if the original model was finite. 
To establish a decision procedure for ADPDL, we reduce the satisfiability 
problem to the emptiness problem for Biichi automata (via set-subtree automata). 
To this end we associate an infinite n-ary tree over 2C’(f)” (I) with the tree model 
M’ = (IV’, R’, ZZ’) constructed above in a natural way: every node in IV’ is labeled 
by the formulas in cl(f) that are satisfied at that node, and the other nodes are 
labeled by the special symbol 1. Trees that correspond to tree models satisfy some 
special properties. 
A Hintikka tree for an ADPDL formula ,f with atomic programs a, ,..., a, is an n- 
ary tree T: [n] * + 2C’(f)” 1’) that satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) f~ T(A), 
and, for all elements x of [n]*: 
(2) either T(x)= {I} or I $ T(x) and gE T(x) iff lg$ T(x), 
(3) gl A g2 E T(x) iff g, E T(x) and g2 E T(x), 
(4) if (CC) ge T(x), where c( = (C, S, p, sO, F), then there exists a word 
w = w1 ,..., wk over c, k > 0, States si ,..., Sk Of s, and nodes u0 ,..., uk Of [n]* such 
that: 
(a) 240 = x, 
(b) g E T(u,) and Sk E F, 
and, for all 1 6 i < k, 
tc) SiEP(Sz-13 wt)3 
(d) if wi is f?, then f E T(ui-,) and ui=uiP1, and 
(e) if w, is uj, then ui=ui-,j. 
(Note that if k = 0 in condition (4), then s0 E F and g E T(x).) 
(5) if T(U) ge T(x), where tl=(C, S, p, sO, F), then s,~Fentails 1gE T(x), 
and for all s E S and w E C such that s E p(s,, w): 
(a) if w is g’?, then either ig’ E T(x) or ~(c1,~) gE T(X). 
(b) if w is uj then l(c1,) gE T(xj) or T(xj)= {I}. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. An ADPDL formula f has a one-way tree model iff it has a 
Hintikka tree. 
Proof: Only if: Let f be an ADPDL formula with atomic programs a,,..., a,, 
and let M= (IV, R, Z7) be a one-way tree model off: We define a Hintikka tree T 
for f as follows: for an element x E [n] * - W, T(x) = {I > and for an element x E W, 
T(x) = { gEcl(f): M, xk g}. We now have to show that T is indeed a Hintikka 
tree. By definition of a tree model M, 1 +f; this implies condition (1). That con- 
ditions (2), (3), (4), and (5) hold follows immediately from the semantic definition 
of ADPDL. 
Zf: Let f be an ADPDL formula with atomic programs a, ,..., a,, and let T be a 
Hintikka tree forf: We construct a one-way tree model for f as follows. The struc- 
ture is M= (W, R, Z7), where W= {XE [n]*: T(x)# {I}}, R(a,)= {(x, xi): ic [n] 
and xiE W}, and for all XE W, n(x) = {pg Prop: PE T(x)}. It now remains to 
show that M, Akf: For this, we show by induction that for all gE cl(f) and 
XE Cnl*, we have that gE T(x) iff M, xkg. For the base case (ge Prop), this is 
immediate by construction. The inductive step for formulas of the form g, A g,, 
lg, and (a) g, follows directly from the Hintikka conditions (2) (3) and (4) (5) 
respectively. 1 
The next step is to build a Biichi automaton on n-ary trees over the alphabet 
2”(/)” {li that accepts precisely the Hintikka trees for f: Rather than do that, we 
build two automata, A, and A, >, such that T(A,) n T(A, >) is the set of Hintikka 
trees for J: The first automaton A,, called the local automaton, checks the tree 
locally, i.e., it checks Hintikka conditions (l)-(3) and (5). This automaton is a 
Biichi automaton. The second automaton A, >, called the ( )-automaton, is a set- 
subtree automaton that checks condition (4). This automaton ensures that for all 
eventualities (i.e., formulas of the form (CI) f, for some program M) there is some 
finite word for which condition (4) is satisfied. Finally, we convert the ( )- 
automaton to a Biichi automaton and combine it with the local automaton. 
The Local Automaton 
The local automaton is A, = (2”(,“)” ill, 2C’(f)” (‘1, pL, N,, 2C”~f)“{‘)). The state 
set is the collection of all sets of formulas in cl(f) u {I }. For the transition relation 
pL, we have that (si,..., s,)~p~(s,a) iff a=s and: 
. either s= {I) or I#s and ges iff lg$s, 
l g, A g2Es iff giEs and gZEs, 
l if l(tx)gEs, wherea=(C,S,p,s,,F), thens,EFentails lgEs,andfor 
all s E S and w E C such that s E p(s,, w): 
. if w is g’?, then either lg’ E s or 1 (E,~) ge s, and 
l if w is uj then I (IX,) gEsj or sj= (I}. 
The set of starting states Nf consists of all sets s such that f~ s. Clearly, AL 
accepts precisely the trees that satisfy Hintikka conditions (l)-(3) and (5). 
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The ( )-Automaton 
Before describing the construction of A < >, we express Hintikka condition (4) in a 
form that will be easier to handle. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f be an ADPDL formula with atomic programs a, ,..., a,,, and let 
T: Cn]* --t 2”l(f)” (11 be an n-ary tree. Then satisfies Hintikka condition (4) iff for all 
x E [n]* we have that if (a) gE T(x), where a = (2, S, p, s, F), then there are nodes 
a0 ,..., uk of [n]*, states so, t, ,..., sk, t, of S, and atomic programs ail,..., aik such that 
(a) u,,=x,s~=s, t,EF, ui=ui-,ji, andsjEp(t,~,,aij),,for l<i<k, 
(b) for 0 <i < k there exists a word w = g,? ... g,?, m > 0, such that 
{g, ,..., g,} = T(uJ and tie p(si, WI, 
(~1 gE T(u/,). 
Proof. Left to the reader. 1 
We can now describe the ( )-automaton. It is a set-subtree automaton A, ) = 
Mf)uPl, PC,). F or the transition relation p< >, we have that (s, ,..., s,) E 
P( Js, a) ifi 
l sea, and 
l If (a) g ES, where a = (C, S, p, s,,, F), then there is a word w = g, ?. . . g, ?, 
m > 0, and a state s E S such that s E p(s,, w), (g, ,..., g,) c a, and either s E F and 
g E a or there is an atomic program aj and a state s’ E p(s, a,) such that (a,, ) g E sj. 
It is immediate to check that conditions (l)-(4) of the definition of set-subtree 
automata are satisfied for A < >. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.3, A, ) accepts precisely 
the trees that satisfy Hintikka condition (4). Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f be an ADPDL formula with atomic programs a,,..., a,,, 
and let T: [n] * --) 2c’(-f’“{11 be an n-ary tree, Then T is a Hintikka tree for f iff TE 
WJn TV, J. 
At this point, we can give an algorithm and complexity bounds for the 
satishability problem for ADPDL. Given a formula f, we construct the automata 
A, and A,,. By Propositions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4, f is satisfiable iff T(A,)n 
T(A< >) # 0. The size of these automata is exponential in the length off: By the 
results in Section 2, we can construct a Biichi automaton A, whose size is exponen- 
tial in the length off, such that T(A) = T(A,) n T(A< >). Note that A can be con- 
structed in time exponential in the length ofj Since we can check emptiness of A in 
time polynomial in the size of A, we have proven 
THEOREM 3.5. The satisfiability problem for ADPDL can be solved in exponential 
time. 
The size of the automata we construct in the process of testing satisfiability is 
O(8) for some constant c, where n is the length of the given formula. Nevertheless, 
there is a way to implement the algorithm to run in time O(c”). 
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Parikh has shown [ 171 that the satisfiability problem for PDL is logspace 
reducible to the satisfiability problem for DPDL, since a nondeterministic atomic 
program a can be encoded as the composite program b; c*, where b and c are 
deterministic atomic programs. Thus we have also reestablished an exponential 
upper bound for the satisfiability problem for PDL. Furthermore, Fisher and Lad- 
ner have proven an exponential lower bound for PDL [6]. Since Parikh’s reduction 
is a logspace reduction, the same lower bound holds for ADPDL. 
4. DETERMINISTIC PROPOSITIONAL DYNAMIC LOGIC WITH LOOPING 
In [ 111, the construct loop is added to PDL. Intuitively, the formula loop(a) 
holds in a state if there is an infinite computation of c( from that state. The loop con- 
struct should be distinguished from the repeat construct, denoted A in [28, 291. 
The formula repeat(a) holds in a state if 01 can be repeated infinitely often from that 
state. In [ 111, it is shown that the repeat construct is strictly more expressive than 
the loop construct when incorporated into PDL. Loop-PDL was shown in [23] to 
have an exponential decision procedure, while the best known upper bound for 
repeat-PDL is nondeterministic exponential [31]. Here, we consider DPDL, or 
rather, as in the previous section ADPDL, augmented with the loop construct. We 
will show that our automata-theoretic techniques enable us to very easily obtain an 
exponential decision procedure for loop-ADPDL. 
Syntactically, the definition of loop-ADPDL is identical to that of ADPDL except 
for the addition of the following clause: 
l If a = (C, S, p, s, F) is a program, then loop(cc) is a formula. 
Semantically, loop-ADPDL is also defined exacty as ADPDL, with the addition of 
l M, ukloop(a), where a = (C, S, p, sO, F), iff there exists an infinite word 
w=wIw*“‘, over C, an infinite sequence sO, s, ,..., of states of S, and an infinite 
sequence uO, 24i ,..., of nodes of W such that: 
. r+,=u, sO=s, and 
. for all i2 1, sj~p(si- 1, wi) and (u,- ,, U~)E R(wi). 
Again, the closure of a loop-ADPDL formula is defined exactly as for ADPDL 
with the addition of the two following clauses: 
l If loop E cl(f), where o! = (2, S, p, sO, F), then g’ E cl(f) for all g’? E C. 
l If loop(a)~cl(f), where a = (2, S, p, s,,, F), then loop(a,)~cl(f) for all 
s E s. 
The proof that loop-ADPDL has the one-way tree model property is almost iden- 
tical to the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f be a satisfiable loop-ADPDL formula with atomic 
programs a, ,..., a,. Then f has an n-ary one way tree model. 
Before defining Hintikka trees for loop-ADPDL, we will prove two results about 
loop formulas 
571.‘32/2-4 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let M = ( W, R, ZZ) be a tree structure, let x E W, and let LX = 
(C, S, p, sO, F) be a program. Then M, x~loop(a) tf and only if there exists an s E S 
and a w E Z such that s E p(s,, w) and 
l if w is g?, then M, xkg and M, xkloop(~r,). 
l zf w is a, then M, xjt=foop(a,Y). 
Proof Left to the reader. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let M= ( W, R, IT) be a tree structure, let x E W, and let 
c( = (X, S, p, sO, F) be a program. Then M, x+ 1 loop(a) zf an only tf there is a finite 
subset WC W with XE W’ and a mapping 4: W’ -+2~7’oop(“~‘~pEs~, such that 
1 loop(a) E b(x), and zf y E W’ and 1 loop(cr,) E q5( y), then 
. there is no word w= g,?g,?... g,?, m> 1, such that M, yi=gi, 1 <i<m, 
and P E P(P, w), 
l for all s E S and w E C such that s E p(p, w): 
(a) if w is g?, then either A4, y+ 1 g or 1 loop(a,) E q5( y), 
(b) zf’ w is aj then either yj E W’ and 1 toop(a,) E $( yj) or yj # W. 
Proof. rf: We claim that M, y+ 1 loop(cc,) for all y E FV’ and 1 loop(cc,) E d(y). 
In particular M, xl= iloop( 
We now prove the claim. Let y E w’ be such that it has no successors in JV’ and 
let lloop(a,) E d( y). Suppose that M, y+toop(a,). Then there exists an infinite 
word w = w1 w2 ... over Z, an infinite sequence sO, s, ,... of states of S, and an 
infinite sequence y,, y, ,... of nodes of W such that: 
l y,= y, s,=p and 
l for all i>l, sj~p(si~,, w;) and (yip,, yi)eR(wi). 
Let k > 1 be the minimal one such that wk is not a test. Then for 1 6 i < k, we have 
i loop(a,) E 4(y). In particular, i loop(a,, ~ ,) E 4(y). Since wk is not a test, it must 
be some program a,. But then we must have yj E w’, in contradiction to the 
assumption that y has no successors in IV’. It follows that all the wis are test, i.e., 
w=g,?g,?..., M, y+ g, for i 3 1, and ltoop(a,,) E 4(y) for i 3 1. Since S is finite, 
there are k > j> 1 such that s, = sk. But then lfoop(a,) E @( y), sjc 
PCsj, SjTi?’ . . g, ~, ?), and M, ykg; for j 6 i < k - 1 - a contradiction. It follows that 
M ,Y I= 1 loop(a,). 
Suppose now that we have already proven the claim for all successors of a node 
y E w’. It is easy to verify that the claim holds for y. Since w’ is finite, the claim 
holds for all YE w’. 
OnZy $ We define w’ and 4 inductively in such a way that M, yk#( y) for all 
ye IV’. Initially, we have IV’= (x} and 4(x) = { iloop(a By assumption 
M, x14(x). Let now y E w’ and lloop(a,) E i(y). If there is a word w = 
g,?g,?...g,,,?, m>l, such that M, ykgi, l<idm, and p~p(p, w), then 
M, ykZoop(a,), so this cannot be the case. Suppose now that SE S, WEC and 
s~p(p, w). If w is g? and M, y+g then it must be the case that M, y+ 1loop(a,), 
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so we put lloop(a,) in b(y), If w is uj and yj~ W, then it must be the case that 
M, yjk lloop(a,), so we add yj to W’, and put lloop(a,) in d(yj). It is easy to see 
that if this process did not terminate then we would have that M, x~Zuop(tx), 
therefore the process must terminate and W’ is finite. 1 
Our next step is to deline Hintikka trees for loop-ADPDL. A Hintikka tree for an 
ADPDL formula f with atomic programs a, ,..., a, is an n-ary tree T: [n]* + 
2c’Cf)“{‘) that satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) f E T(i). 
and, for all elements x of [n]*: 
(2) either T(x)= (I} or I# T(x) and g E T(x) iff lg 4 T(x). 
(3) g, A gzE T(x) iff g, E T(x) and g2E T(x). 
(4) If (CC) gE T(x), where CC= (2, S, p, sO, F), then there exists a word 
w = w, )...) wk over C, k > 0, states s, ,,.., sk of S, and nodes u0 ,..., uk of [n] * such 
that: 
(4 240 = x, 
(b) g E T(Q) and sk E F, 
and, for all 1 < i 6 k, 
(c) siEP(si-l, wi); 
(d) if wi is g’? then g’E T(u;- ,) and Ui= Ui- 1; and 
(e) if wi is aj then ui=uj-,j. 
(Note that if k = 0 in condition (4), then s,, E F and g E T(x).) 
(5) If l(E) gE nx), where CI = (C, S, p, sO, F), then s0 E F entails 
lg E T(x), and for all s E S and w E C such that s E p(s,, w): 
(a) if w is g’? then either Tg’E T(x) or 1 (a,) ge T(x); 
(b) if w is of the form ai then ~(a,) gET(xj) or 7’(xj)= {I}. 
(6) If loop(cc) E T(x), where cr. = (C, S, p, sO, F), then there exists an s’ E S and 
a w EC such that s’ E p(s, w) and 
(a) if w is g? then g E T(x) and loop(cr,) E T(x); 
(b) if w is a, then l~op(a,~)~ T(xj). 
(7) If T~~.J(u)E T(x) then, there is a finite subset WC [n]* with XE W’ 
and a mapping 4: IV’+ 2C’(f) such that lloop(cr) E d(x), and if y E W’ and 
lW-$qJ E d(v), then 
l there is no word w=g,?g,?...g ,?,m>l,suchthatg,~T(y), ldi<m, 
and P E P(P, wh 
. for all s E S and w E C such that s E p(p, w): 
(a) if w is g? then either lge T(y) or lloop(cl,)~+(y), 
(b) if w is uj then either yj E w’ and 1 loop(a,) E #(yj) or I E T(yj). 
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PROPOSITION 4.4 A loop-ADPDL formula f has a one-way tree model ijf it has a 
Hintikka tree. 
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2. The only difference are 
the cases corresponding to Hintikka conditions (6) and (7) which are easily han- 
dled given Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. 1 
The next step is to build a Biichi automaton on n-ary trees over the alphabet 
2c1(J)” (I) that accepts precisely the Hintikka trees for J: Rather than do that, we 
build three automata: the local automaton A,, the ( )-automaton A, ), and the 
loop automaton Aloop, such that T(A,) n T(A < >) n T(A,(,,) is the set of Hintikka 
trees for f: The local automaton checks Hintikka conditions (l)-(3), (5), and (6). It 
is built analogously to the local automaton for ADPDL. The ( )-automaton 
checks Hintikka condition (4) and is identical to the ( )-automaton for ADPDL. 
The loop-automaton checks Hintikka condition (7). It is a set-subtree automaton. 
Finally, we convert the ( )-automaton and the loop automaton to Biichi automata 
and combine them with the local automaton. 
The Loop Automaton 
The loop automaton is a set-subtree automaton AlOOp = (cl(f) u {I f, ploop). For 
the transition relation plot+,, we have that (s, ,..., s,) E p,Oop(s, a) iff: 
. sea, and 
. if lloop(cr) E s, where CI = (C, S, p, sO, F) then there is no word w = 
g,?g,?... g,?, m > 1, such that gi E a, 1 < i < m, and s0 E p(s,, w), and for all s E S 
and w E C such that s E p(p, w): 
(a) if w is g? then either 1gE a or -sloop ES, 
(b) if w is aj then either lloop(a,)~s~(yj) or I ES,. 
It is immediate to check that conditions (l)-(4) of the definition of set-subtree 
automata are satisfied for Aloop. Furthermore, it is easy to check that A,O, accepts 
precisely the trees that satisfy Hintikka condition (7) (note that if s= {I}, then 
(la,..., 0) E P,~,(s, { I> 1. Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let f be a loop-ADPDL formula with atomic programs 
al ,..., a,, and let T: [n] * -+ 2”(-/)” (‘1 be an n-ary tree. Then T is a Hintikka tree for 
fiff TE Wdn T(A,,)n TV,,),). I 
As for ADPDL, we thus have 
THEOREM 4.6. The satisfiability problem for loop-ADPDL can be solved in 
exponential time. 
Again, the sat&lability problem for loop-PDL is reducible to the satisliability 
problem for ~ooP-ADPDL.~ Thus we have also reestablished an exponential upper 
4The reduction is similar to the one in [ 171 but the proof that the reduction is correct is somewhat 
more involved in the presence of loop. 
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bound for the satisliability problem for loop-PDL.’ The reader is urged, however, to 
compare our proof to the proof in [23]. Note that since loop-ADPDL extends 
ADPDL, it has the same exponential lower bound as ADPDL. 
5. DETERMINISTIC PROPOSITIONAL DYNAMIC LOGIC WITH CONVERSE 
Pratt’s original formulation of dynamic logic included the construct converse 
[ 191. For every atomic program a E Prog, there is another atomic program in Prog, 
denoted a- (the converse of a), whose semantics is running a backwards, i.e., undo- 
ing the computation performed by a. Formally, if M= ( W, R, L’) is a structure, 
then R(a-) = {(u, u): (u, v) E R(a)}. We distinguish between positive atomic 
programs a, and negative atomic programs a-, and we identify a- ~ with a. We use 
b as a generic name for either positive or negative atomic programs. 
Converse-PDL, the extension of PDL to include the converse construct, satisfies 
the same finite model property as PDL, and the known decision procedures for 
PDL extend without difficulty to conuerse-PDL [6, 201. The situation is different 
with converse-DPDL, the extension of DPDL to include converse construct. In con- 
verse-DPDL the positive atomic programs are deterministic while the negative 
atomic programs may be nondeterministic. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 [9]. Converse-DPDL does not have the finite model property. 
Proof Consider the formula P A [a- *] (a- )l P. It is easy to verify that this 
formula is satisfiable in an infinite model, but is not satisfiable in any finite 
model. 1 
Since the finite model property fails for converse-DPDL, the decision procedure 
for DPDL given in [ 1 ] does not apply to converse-DPDL. Nevertheless, converse- 
DPDL has the tree model property. While DPDL has the one-way tree model 
property, the tree models that we construct for converse-DPDL are not one-way. In 
the tree models constructed in the previous sections, programs always connected 
nodes to their successors in the tree. Here we shall also have programs connecting 
nodes to their predecessors in the tree. Again we consider the variant converse- 
ADPDL, in which program are described by finite automata rather than by regular 
expressions. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let f be a sutisfiuble converse-ADPDL formula. Then f has an 
n-ury tree model, where n d Icl(f )I.” 
Proof: Suppose that A4, u+-f, for some structure M= (W, R, Z7) and UE W. 
Before going further, let us give some definitions. 
5Since the termporal logics UB [2] and CTL [4] are expressible in loop-PDL 1271, this upper 
bounds holds also for these logics. 
61cl(f)l is defined for converse-ADPDL exactly as it is for ADPDL. 
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An execution sequence is a word over an alphabet of atomic programs and tests. 
Consider an eventuality formula (LX) g, where a = (C, S, p, so, F). If 44, uk (cc) g, 
then there is an execution sequence w = wl ... wq, states so,..., sy of S and nodes 
uo, UI ?..., uy in W such that u=uo, for all l<i<q we have (u~~,,u~)ER(w~), 
(Si- Ir s,) E P(WL)Y M? %I= (a,> g> S,E F, and M, u,+g. In this case we say that w 
accomplishes (c( ) g at U. Let G be some fixed linear order on execution sequences, 
such that if 1 WI < 1 w’l then w < w’ and if w’ < M”’ then ww’ 6 ww”. Note that this 
definition implies that if the minimum execution sequence accomplishing and even- 
tually (cc) g in state u is w r ,..., wy then w2 ,..., wy is the minimum execution sequence 
accomplishing (a,,) g in ui. Let e, ,..., e, be an enumeration of all eventually for- 
mulas in cl(f). Clearly n < Icl(f)l, so it is linear in the length ofJ: 
In the previous section we showed that by simply unraveling M with u as a root 
we get a tree model for 1: This is not sufficient in the presence of converse. Rather 
we have to unravel M, while ensuring that all eventualities are satisfied. Thus we 
construct an n-ary tree model (n is the number of eventualities), where the ith suc- 
cessor of a node is intended to satisfy the eventuality ei. The technique is related to 
the selective filtration technique in [7]. 
We define a partial mapping Q: [n]* + W by induction. The tree model will be 
the structure M’= (IV’, R’, Z7’), where IV’= (x: d(x) is defined}, and nl(x)= 
Z7(d(x)). The relation R’ will be defined by induction simultaneously with 4. First, 
we take d(A) = u and R’ = @. Suppose now that we have already considered every 
member of [nlk, and we have already considered xii,..., xi(j- l), where xiE [n]” 
and16j6n.Lete,be(a)g.IfM,~(xi)~(a)g,wherea=(C,S,p,so,F),then 
let u’=w, ... wy be an execution sequence that is minimal according to $ and 
accomplishes (a) g at d(xi) (note that there is a unique such w and that it is of 
minimal length). If w, is a,, then &xi) has a unique a,-successor, that is, there is a 
unique t E W such that (d(xi), t) E R(a,). If ( xi, x) $ R’(a,) and (xi, xih) $ R’(q) for 
1 d h <j- 1, then we define $(xij) = t and we put (xi, xij) in R’(a,) (these con- 
ditions are necessary to ensure that a, is deterministic). If w, is a;, then there are 
SES and t E W such that SEP(S~, w,), (t, #(xi)) E R(a,). and w2 ... wy accomplishes 
(a,) g at t. We define #(xv) = t, and put (xij xi) in R’(a,). If w, is a test, we leave 
&xij) undefined. 
We now claim that if x E W’ and g is any formula in cl(f), then M’, xt=g iff 
M, &x)+g. In particular we have M’, nkf: The claim is proven by induction on 
the structure of the formulas. The claim is clearly true for atomic propositions, and 
it is straightforward to carry the induction for formulas of the form g, A g, or lg. 
It remains to consider formulas of the form (a) g. 
Suppose first that M’, x+ (a) g. Let w = w1 *. . wy accomplish (a) g at x. Then 
there are nodes x0, x ,,..., xy in IV’ such that x=x0, for all 1~ i6 q we have 
txi- 1, x,) E R’(wi), and M, xybg. By construction, for all 0 < i Q q, we have 
(d(Xi- l)> 4(X’)) ‘R(Wi)}, and by the induction hypothesis, M, &x,)/=g. Thus 
M 4(x& <a > g. 
Suppose now that M, 4(x)+ (a) g, where a = (L’, S, p, so, F). Let w= w1 ... w,, 
be an execution sequence that is minimal according to 4 and accomplishes (a) g 
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at d(x). We prove that M’, x/= (IX) g, by induction on q. If q= 0, then QE F and 
A4, &x)kg. But then, by the induction on the structure of the formulas, we have 
M’, xl=g and consequently M’, xl= (a) g. If q > 1, then there are SE S and t E W 
such that s E &, w,), (d(x), t) E NW, 1, and w2 .. . wy accomplishes (a,) g. in t. If 
w, is a test g’?, then t = d(x), by the induction on the structure of the formula we 
have that M’, xkg’, and by induction on q we have that M’, xi= (a,) g. Con- 
sequently we have M’, xl= (a) g. If w1 is either uj or a,:, then the construction 
guarantees that there is some y E W’ such that (x, y) E R’(w,), (4(x), d(y)) E R(w,), 
and w2 ... wq accomplishes < a,) g at b(y). Furthermore, w2 . wy is minimal 
according to <. By the induction on q we have M’, yk (a,) g, and consequently 
we have M’, xl= (cc) g. 1 
In the tree models for ADPDL eventualities are accomplished by “downward” 
paths. That is, if (a) g is satisfied in a state x, then the sequence of states that leads 
to a state that satisfies g is of the form x, xi,, xi, &, xi, izi3,.... Thus the automata 
that checked for satisfaction of eventualities only needed to go down the tree (we 
view the trees as growing downwards). In the presence of the converse construct, 
however, eventualities may require “two-way paths.” Indeed, in [29] two-way 
automata are defined in order to deal with converse. Unfortunately, the way the 
emptiness problem is solved for these automata is to convert them to one-way 
automata with a fourfold exponential increase in the number of states. To avoid 
this difficulty we extend the logic by adding formulas that deal with “cycling” com- 
putations. If a is a program, then cycle(a) is a formula. Let M= ( W, R, Z7) and 
ME W, then M, ukcycle(a) if (u, U)E R(a). That is, cycle(ol) holds in the state u if 
there is a computation of CI that starts and terminates at u. Note that we do not 
consider cycle formulas as formulas of converse-ADPDL, but they will be helpful in 
the decision procedure, because they enable us to check eventualities using “one- 
way” automata. 
Let M= ( W, R, Z7) be a tree structure, and let CI be a program. If M, xl=ccycle(x), 
for x E W, then there is an execution sequence w = w, . ’ w, accepted by c1 and 
nodesx,,x,,...,x,of Wsuchthatx=x,,x=x,,andforallO,<i~m-1, wehave 
(xi,x,+,)~R(w,+,). If x1 and x,- 1 are successors of x then we say that w accom- 
plishes cycle(a) at x downwardly. If x1 and x,,- , are the predecessor of x then we 
say that w accomplishes cycle(a) at x upwardly. 
The distinction between upward accomplishment and downward accomplishment 
turns out to be very useful. We therefore introduce two new types of formulas, 
whose semantics is defined only on tree structures. If a is a program, then both 
cycle,(a) and cycle,(a) are formulas. We call these formulas directed cycle formulas. 
Formulas of the first type are called downward cycle formulas, and formulas of the 
second type are called upward cycle formulas. We now define the semantics of these 
formulas. 
Let M= (W, R, n) be a tree structure, and let XE W. M, xi=cycle,(a) if there is 
an execution sequence w = w, ... w,,,, m 3 1, accepted by a and nodes x0, x, ,.,., x, 
of W such that 
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. x=x0 and x=x,, 
l (XirXi+l)ER(W,+l ) for all O<idm--1, and either 
0 m = 1 (so w is a test), or 
. m > 1 and xi properly succeeds x for 1 < i < m - 1. 
That is, cycle,(a) is satisfied at x if there is an accepting computation that con- 
sists only of a test or if it is accomplished downwardly by a computation that does 
not go through x except at the beginning and at the end. 
Let M= (IV, R, Z7) be a tree structure, and let XE W. M, xkcycle,(a) if there is 
an execution sequence w = w, .. . wmr m 2 1, accepted by c1 and nodes x0, x, ,..., x, 
of W such that 
. x=x0 and x=x,, 
l (xi,xi+,)~R(wi+,) for all O<i<m-1, and 
. x]=xm-l is the predecessor of x. 
That is, cycle,(a) is satisfied at x if it is accomplished upwardly. Note that cycle,(a) 
can be satisfied at a node x even if the computation goes through x at some other 
points than its beginning and end. This implies that the definitions of downward 
cycle formulas and upward cycle formulas are not symmetric. 
The relationship between the various cycle formulas is expressed in the following 
proposition. As we shall see later, when dealing with cycle formulas it suffices to 
consider programs of the form (C, S, p, sO, {t 1) (i.e., a single accepting state). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let M= ( W, R, l7) h e a tree structure, let XE W, and let 
a = (Z, S, p, s, { t > ) he a program. Then M, xk cycle(a) if and only if there are states 
s,, ,..., sjk in S, where 1 < k < 1 Sj, such that sj, = s, s,~ = t, andfor 1 < i d k - 1, ifp = si, 
and q=sj,*, then M, xkcycle,(a;) or M, x+cycle,(a;).’ 
Proof The “if’ direction is immediate. For the “only if’ direction, assume that 
M, xk cycle(a). Then there is an execution sequence w = w r . . . w,, states s,,,..., s, in 
S, and nodes x0, x, ,..., x, in W such that x = x0, x = x,, s0 = s, s, = t, and for all 
O<i<m-1, we have that si+r E As,, wi+ 1) and (xi, xi+ 1) E R(w;+ 1). Let jl,..., jk 
be the enumeration of all the points ji such that xj, = x. It is easy to show that for 
all 1 6 i 6 k - 1, if p = s,, and q = s,,+ , then either M, x+cycfe,(a;) or M, x/= 
cycle,(a;). (Note that in the degenerate case we have k = 1 and s = t.) 
It remains to show that we can assume that k 6 ISI. Consider the directed graph 
G = (S, E), with the states in S as nodes and an edge from p to q iff M, xk 
cycZe,(aji) or 44, x~cycle,(c$). We have shown that M, x~cycle(a) iff either s = t or 
there is a directed path in G from s to t. Clearly, if there is such a path, then there is 
such a path whose length is at most ISI. The claim follows. 1 
The crucial property of eventuality formulas that was used in constructing the 
automata in Section 3 is that they propagate. This means, that the truth of an even- 
‘a; is defined in Section 2.1 
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tuality in a state of a structure only depends on the truth of formulas in that state 
and on the truth of an eventualily in a successor state. Directed cycle formulas also 
propagate, but in a somewhat more complicated manner. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let M= ( W, R, IT) be a tree structure, let x E W, and let 
c( = (C, S, p, s, { t } ) be a program. Then M, xk cycle,(a) if and only tf either there is 
a test g? such that M, xt=g and t E p(s, g?), or there are states sj,,..., ,~ s. in S, 
1 6 k < ISI, an atomic program b, and a successor y of x such that 
. (x, y) E R(b), 
l forall l<i<k-1, tfp=sj,andq=sjZ+, thenM,yi=cycle,(a;). 
l s,, EP(S, b) and tEp(sjk, bb). 
Proof The “if’ direction is immediate. For the “ony if’ direction assume that 
M, xkcycle,(a). Then there is an execution sequence w = w, . .. , w,, m 3 1, states 
s0 ,..., s, in S, and nodes x,,, x ,,..., x, of W such that x=x0, x=x,, sO=s, s,=t, 
and for all O<i<m-1 we have that (xi,xi+l)~R(w,+,) and Si+,Ep(si,wi+,). 
Moreover, we have that either m = 1, or m > 1 and x, properly succeeds x for 
l<idm-1. 
In the first case, w, must be a test g? such that M, xkg and t EP(S, g?). In the 
latter case, since x, properly succeeds x, it must be a successor of x and w, must be 
some atomic program b such that (x, x,) E R(b). We have to show that each time 
the path x,,,..., x, leaves xi, it leaves it downwardly. Let j, ,..., j, be an enumeration 
of all the points j, such that xi,= x,. Clearly, j, = 1 and s,, E p(s, b). Also, since 
x,,=x,andxj#xfor l<j<m-l,j,=m-1 and tEp(sjk,bp). 
We show now that if 1 d i < k - 1, p = sj, and q = s,,+, , then M, x, kcycle,(a;). 
There are two cases. If ji + , = jj + 1 then u’,,+ , must be a test. Consequently, M, x, b 
c,ycle,(az). If, on the other hand, j, + 1 < ji+ , , then xh properly succeeds x, for 
ji<h<ji+,, so M,x,kcycle,(a;). 
The argument showing that we can assume that k 6 ISI is as in the proof of 
Proposition 5.3. 1 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let M= ( W, R, I7) be a tree structure, let XE W, and let 
a = (Z, S, p, s, {t 1) be a program. Then M, xkcycle,(a) tfand only tf there is a finite 
subset W’ c W with XE W’ and a mapping 4: w’ + 2(~.~“.‘~d(a;r)‘p,qES}, such that 
cycle,(a) E 4(x), and if y E W’ and cycfe,(a;l) E 4(y), then either there is a test g? such 
that M, ykg and qEp(p, g?), or there are states sj ,,..., sjk in S, 1 <k< ISI, an 
atomic program b and a successor z E W’ of y such that 
. (Y, 2) E R(b), 
l cycIeJat)E&z) for all u, v such that u=sj,, v=s],+, and 1 <i<k- 1, 
l s~,,~~(~,b) andqEPbjk,bP). 
Proof Z’ We claim that M, yk cycleJa;r) for ail y E IV’ and cycfe,(a;) E d(y). In 
particular M, xk cycle,(a). 
We now prove the claim. Let YE w’ be such that it has no successors in w’ and 
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let cycZe,(~;.) E 4(y). Then there is a test g? such that M, y+g and 4 E p(p, g?), so 
by Proposition 5.4, M, ~l=cycle,(c$). Suppose now that we have already proven the 
claim for all successors of a node y E IV’. It is easy to verify that the claim holds for 
y. Since IV’ is finite, the claim holds for all y E IV’. 
Only $ We define IV’ and 4 inductively in such a way that M, +4(y) for all 
YE IV’. Initially, we put XE IV’ and d(x) = {cycle,(a)}. By assumption M, xl=&x). 
Let now y E W’ and cycle,(a;l) E d(v). Then there is an execution sequence w = 
w, “‘W,, m b 1, accepted by c$ and nodes y,, y, ,..., y, of W such that y =y,,, 
y=y, (y,,~~+i)~R(w,+,) for all O<i<m-1, and either m=l or m>l and yi 
properly succeeds y for 1 < id m - 1. We say that cycle,($) has rank m at y. 
In the first case w, must be a test g? such that M, ykg and t E p(s, g?). In that 
case we do not need to extend IV’. In the second case there are states s- ,, ,..., sjk in S, 
1 6 k < ISI, an atomic program h and a successor z of y such that 
l ( Y ,  z) E  R(b), 
l M,z~cycfe,(cc~), for all u,u such that u=s,,, u=si,+, and l<i<k-1, 
l Sjl E  P ( P ,  6) and q E  p(sjk, bp 1. 
Furthermore, the proof of Proposition 5.4 shows that the rank of cycle,(a:), where 
u=s,,, v=s,+,, and 1 d i < k - 1, in z is smaller than m. We add z to IV’ and add 
cycle,(a;), where u = s,,, v = si,+, , and 1 < i < k - 1, to 4(z). 
Since, only formulas whose rank is greater than one cause addition of new nodes 
to IV’, the above process terminates, and the result satisfies the conditions of the 
corollary. 1 
Corollary 5.5 is very significant, since it reduces the satisfaction of downward 
cycle formulas to satisfaction of subformulas in a way that can be easily checked by 
an automaton. 
We now state the propagation property of upward cycle formulas. The proof is 
straightforward and left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let M= (W, R, Z7) be a tree structure, let XE W with 
predecessor y, and let c1= (2, S, p, s, { t } ) be a program. Then M, x + cycZe,( cI) if and 
only if there are states p, q E S and an atomic program b such that 
. lx, y)ER(b), 
l M,  yt=wM~JJ), 
. pEp(s, b) and tEp(q, b-). 
Note that upward cycle formulas propagate undirected cycle formulas. Upward 
propagation, however, differs from downward propagation in a crucial way: it stops 
at the root of the tree, since by Proposition 5.6 no upward cycle formulas is satisfied 
at 1. 
Having characterized satisfaction of cycle formulas, we can go back to examining 
eventualities. As with cycle formulas, we distinguish between downward and 
upward accomplishment of eventualities. We therefore introduce two new types of 
formulas, whose semantics is defined only on tree structures. If 01 is a program and g 
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is a formula, then both (cl)dg and (a), g are formulas. We call these formulas 
directed eventualities. Formulas of the former type are called downward eventualities, 
and formulas of the latter type are called upward eventualities. We now define the 
semantics of directed eventualities. 
Let M= (IV, R, n) be a tree structure, and let x E W. We have that 
~$4, + (a),g if there is an execution sequence w = wi . . wmr m > 0, accepted by a 
and nodes x0, x, ,..., x, of W such that: 
. X=X(), 
l (x,,x~+,)ER(w,+,) for all O<i<m-1, 
l M x,t=g, and 
l there is 0 <k <m such that xk = x and xi properly succeeds x for 
k + 1 < i < m (this is vacuously true if k = m). 
Let M= ( W, R, Z7) be a tree structure, and let x E W. We have that 
M, xb (cc), g if there is an execution sequence w = w, . . . w,,,, m b 1, accepted by c1 
and nodes x0, x1 ,..., x, of W such that: 
. X=X0, 
l (x,,xj+,)~R(w,+,) for all O<iim--1, 
9 M x,,,!=g, and 
l there is 0 <k ,< m such that xk is the predecessor of x. 
Note that an upward eventuality actually requires that the computation eventually 
goes upward, while a downward eventuality does not require that the computation 
eventually goes downward. Also note that an eventuality can be satisfied both 
upwards and downwards. The relationship between the various types of ventualities 
is expressed in the next proposition. 
FR~PoSITION 5.7. Let M = ( W, R, II) be a tree structure, let x E W, let CI be a 
program, and let g be a formula. Then M, x+ (E> g if and only if either 
M xl= (a),g or M xl= (a>.g. 
Proof: The “if’ direction is immediate. For the “only if’ direction, assume that 
M, xk (a) g. Then there is an execution sequence w = wi . . w,, m 3 0, accepted 
by a and nodes x,,, x ,,..., x, in W such that x=x0, M, x,kg, and 
(xi, xi+ i)~ R(w,+ i) for all 0~ i<m- 1. Let j be the maximal index such that 
xj=x. Ifj=m then M,xk(a),g. Ifj<m, then either x,+, is a successor ofx, in 
which then M, xk(a)dg, or x,+, is the predecessor of x, in which case 
M 4=<a>Ug. I 
We now characterize the propagation of directed eventualities. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let M= ( W, R, l7) be a tree structure, let x E W, let 
a = (2, S, p, s, F) be a program, and let g be a formula. Then M, x/= (a ),g if and 
only tf either M, xk cycle(af) for some t E F and M, x+g, or there are states p, q 6 S, 
an atomic program b, and a successor y of x such that 
l M, xkcycle(a;), 
l qEP(p, 61, 
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l (x, Y )  E  R(b), and 
l MY Yt= (@,)d&r. 
Proof: The “if’ direction is immediate. For the “only if’ direction, assume that 
M, x k (a) d g. Then there is an execution sequence w = w i . . . w,, m b 0, accepted 
by a and nodes x0,x ,,..., x, of Wsuch that x=x,,, M, x,kg, (xi,xi+,)~R(w,+,) 
for all 06 i6m- 1, and there is O<kdm such that xk =x and xi properly suc- 
ceeds x for k + 16 i 6 m (the last clause is vacuously true if k = m). If k = m then 
A4, x~cycle(cl~) for some TV F and M, xl=g. So suppose k < m. Let So,..., s, be 
states of S such that s0 = s, s, E F, and si+ , e p(si, wi+ 1) for 0 < i < m - 1. Let p = sk 
and q = sk + , . Since xk = x, we have M, xk cycle($). Since xk + , properly succeeds 
xk, wk+ , must be some atomic program h such that (x, xk+ 1) E R(b) and 
q E p(p, b). Finally, since xi properly succeeds x for k + 1 < i d m, we have that xi 
succeeds xk + , fork+ 1 <ifm. Consequently, M, x,+,+(~,)~g. i 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let M= (W, R, IT) be a tree structure, let XE W, let c1= 
(2, S, p, s, F) be a program, and let g be a formula. Then M, xk (~1 )d g if and only [f 
there are nodes x 0 ,..., xk of W states sO, t, ,..., sk, t, of S, and atomic programs 
b , ,..., b, such that 
. x0=x, sO=s, t,EF, ands,+,Ep(t;, b,,,) for O<i<k-1, 
l xi+l isasuccessorofx,and(x,,xi+,)ER(bi+,)forO<i<k-1, 
l M, xii= cycle(ag:) for 0 6 i d k, and 
l M xkl=g. 
Proof ZJ We claim that M, xi+ ( tlJd g for 0 < i f k. The proof is by induction 
on i = k, k - l,..., 0 using proposition 5.8 and is left to the reader. 
Only i$ We define the sequences inductively in such a way that M, xi+ ( SI,~,)~ g
for 0 < i 6 k. Let x0 = x, s,, = s, and by assumption M, xOl= (C(,,)dg. Suppose that 
we have defined x0 ,..., xi, sO, to ,..., si, and b, ,..., b,, and we have M, xii= < CI,~, > dg. 
Then there is an execution sequence w = w, . .. w,, m b 0, states pO,..., p, of S, and 
nodes Y,, y, ,..., y, of W such that 
l po=s;, P,EF, yo=xi; 
l Pj+iEp(Pj,Wj+1) and (yi,yi+I)ER(w,+l) for allO<j<m-1; 
. MT ymkg; 
. there is 0 < 16 m such that yr = y, and yj properly succeeds y, for 1+ 1 6 
j<m. 
We say in this case that (a,), g has rank m at x,. 
Let ti = p,. Then M, xi+cycZe(@). There are now two cases to consider. The first 
case is that I = m. It follows that M, x,bg and we are done. The second case is that 
I>m. Let s,+,=p,+,. Since yl+, properly succeeds y,, it must be a successor of 
yo=xi. Let xi+, be y/+,. Thus wI+, must be some atomic program b such that 
(Y,, Y/+ 1) E R(b) and si+ 1 E dt,, b). Let b,+ 1 be b. By an argument similar to the 
one in the proof of Proposition 5.8, we can show that M, xi+ i l= (~(,+,)~g and the 
rank of this eventuality at xi+ I is smaller than m. Since each time we extend the 
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sequence we propagate an eventuality with a smaller rank, this process must ter- 
minate. 1 
We now state the propagation property of upward eventualities. The proof is 
similar to the proof of Proposition 5.8 and left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Let M= ( W, R, Z7) be a tree structure, let x E W with 
predecessor y, let u = (2, S, p, s, F) be a program, and let g be a formula. Then 
M, xk (a ),g tf and only tf there are states p, q E S and an atomic program b, such 
that 
l M, xkcycIe(a;), 
l qEP(p, b), 
l (x, y) E R(b), and 
l M,  vi= Cay) g. 
Note that upward eventualities propagate undirected eventualities and that 
upward propagation must stop at the root of the tree. 
We now define the extended closure, ecl(f ), of a converse-ADPDL formula f (we 
identify a formula 1 lg with g): 
l f Eecl(f). 
l Ifg, A g,Eecl(f) theng,,g,Eecl(f). 
l If lgEecl(f) then gEecl(f). 
l IfgEecl(f) then lgEecl(f). 
l If (a)gEecl(f) then gEecl(f). 
l If (a ) g E ecl( f ), where CI = (C, S, p, sO, F), then g’ E ecl( f) for all g’? E C. 
l If (a(> gEecl(f), where a= (G s, P, so, FL then (a,) g, <~,)dg, 
(a,,).g~ecl(f) for all SES. 
l If (LX) gEecl(f ), where CI = (C, S, p, so, F), then cycle(af), cycle,(a,t), 
qde,(:) s ccl(f) for all s, t E S. 
It is not hard to verify that the size of ccl(f) is at most quadratic in the length off: 
PROPOSITION 5.11. Let f be a converse-ADPDL formula. Then lecl(f )I = O(n’). 
We are now in position to define Hintikka trees for converse-ADPDL. Unlike in 
Hintikka trees for ADPDL, it is not enough to label a node by the formulas in 
ccl(f) it satisfies, Indeed, we also have to know what program connects this node 
to its predecessor. Thus we also label nodes by atomic programs, and the labeling is 
to be interpreted as follows: if a node x is labeled by atomic program b and the 
predecessor of x is y, then (x, y) E R(b). Note that a node cannot be labeled by 
more than one atomic program. 
A Hintikka tree for a converse-ADPDL formula f is an n-ary tree T: [In]* + 
2ec’cf)” Prog” (‘1, where n is the number of eventuality formulas in cl( f ), that satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(1) fE T(J.); 
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and for all x E [n] *: 
(2) (2.1) IT(x) n Progl < 1; 
(2.2) if y, z are two distinct successors of x, a is a positive atomic 
program, and a- E T(y), then a- 4 T(z); 
(2.3) if y is a successor of x, a is a positive atomic program, and 
a~ T(x), then a- # T(y); 
(3) (3.1) either T(x)= (I} or I $ T(x) and gE T(x) iff lg$ T(x); 
(3.2) g, A g, E T(x) iff g, E T(x) and g, E T(x); 
(4) if CC = (Z, S, p, s, {t}) is a program, then 
(4.1) cycfe(cr)E T(x) if and only if there are states so,..., s, in S, where 
O<m<ISI, such that so=s, s,= t, and for O<idm--1, either 
cycle,(“,yl) E T(x) or cycZe,(cc;:+l) E T(x); 
(4.2) if y is the predecesor of x, then cycZe,(cc) E T(x) if and only if there are 
states p, q E S and an atomic program b such that 
l bET(x), 
l wWq9 E  T(Y), 
.  P E A S ,  b) and tEp(q, b-1; 
(4.3) cycle,(cl) if either there is a test g? such that g E T(x) and t E p( g?, s), 
or there are states s1 ,..., s, in S, 1 d m < IS(, an atomic program b 
and a successor y of x such that 
l ~-ET(Y), 
l cycZe,(a;:+l)E T(y) for 1 di<m- 1, 
l s1 EP(S, 6) and ~EP(s~, b-); 
(4.4) cycle,(a) E T(x) only if there is a finite subset W’ c [n]* with x E IV’ 
and a mapping 4: IV’ + 2ec’(f) such that cycle,(a) E d(x), and if y E W 
and cycZe,(a;) E d(y), then either there is a test g? such that g E T(y) 
and PE p(q, g?), or there are states sr ,..., s, in S, 1 <m < ISI, an 
atomic program b and a successor z E W’ of y such that 
. b- E T(z), 
. cycled(ag;+‘) E 4(z) for 1 < i< m - 1, 
l s1 Ep(p, b) and qEp(sm, b-1; 
(5) if c( = (C, S, p, s, F) is a program and g is a formula, then 
(5.1) (LX) gE T(x) if and only if either (cr),gE T(x) or (cr),ge T(x); 
(5.2) if y is the predecessor of x, then (tl), gc T(x) if and only if there are 
states p, q E S and an atomic program 6, such that 
l cycle(af) E  T(x), 
l qEP(p, b), 
l btz T(x), 
l 6%) ge nY); 
(5.3) (cc),ge T(x) if either cycle(a)E T(x) and gE T(x), or there are states 
p, q E S, an atomic program 6, and a successor y of x, such that 
l cyde(a;) E  T(x), 
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l 4EdPY b)Y 
l b- E  T(Y), 
l ~~q~dg~ T(y); 
(5.4) (~r)~g E T(x) only if there are nodes x0 ,..., xk, states sO, t, ,..., sk, t ,  of 
S, and atomic programs b, ,..., bk such that 
. x~=x, s~=s, tkEF, and Si+lEP(ti, bi+,) for O,<i,<k- 1, 
. xi+1 is a successor of xi and b,, E T(xi+,) for O<igk-- 1, 
l CYC~(CC~) E T(Xi) for 0 6 i 6 k, 
l ‘CTe Wk). 
The clauses of the definition are meant to capture Propositions 5.3-5.10. Note, 
however, that conditions (4.3) and (4.4) each capture only one direction of 
Proposition 5.4 and Corollary 5.5. Similarly, conditions (5.3) and (5.4) each cap- 
tures only one direction of Proposition 5.8 and Corollary 5.9. This will be sufficient, 
as the following proposition shows. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. A converse-ADPDL formula f has a tree model if and only if 
it has a Hintikka tree. 
Proof: OnZy if: Let M = ( W, R, Z7) be an n-ary tree model for f (i.e., W c [n] *). 
We define a Hintikka tree T: [n]* + 2 ec’m”P’og” fL) for f as follows: for a node 
xE En]*- W, T(x)= (I}, and for a node xE W, 
T(x) = { gE ccl(j): M, xkg> u (6: y is the predecessor of x and (x, y) E R(b)]. 
We leave it to the reader to verify, using Propositions 5.3-5.10 that T is a Hintikka 
tree forf: 
I’$ Let T be a Hintikka tree forf: We construct a tree model forfas follows. The 
structure is M= (W, R, Z7), where W= {x E [n]*: T(x) # {I} >, R(b) = {(x, xi): 
xiE Wand b-IT), and for all XE W, 17(x)= {p~Prop: PET(X)}. 
By condition (2) for Hintikka trees, M is a structure for converse-ADPDL, that 
is, R(a) is deterministic for every positive atomic program a. It now remains to 
show that M, ,J+=f: For this, we show by induction on the structure of formulas 
that for all g E ccl(f), g E T(x) iff M, xbg. For atomic propositions, this is true by 
construction. The inductive step for formulas of the form g, A g, and lg follows 
from condition (3). For cycle formulas, we will consider first downwards and then 
upwards and undirected cycle formulas. 
For downwards cycle formulas, we need to prove that cycfe,(cr) E T(x) iff 
M, xj=cycle,(a). If cycle,(a) E T(x), where Q = (Z, S, p, s, {t}), then by condition 
(4.4) there is a finite subset W’ c W with x E W’ and a mapping 4: W’ --) 2ec’(f) such 
that cycle,(a) E b(x), and if y E W’ and cycle,(c$) E&Y), then either there is a test g? 
such that g E T(y) and p E p(q, g?), in which case by the induction hypothesis 
M, ykg, or there are states s1 ,..., s, in S, 1 d m < ISI, an atomic program b and a 
successor ZE W’ of y such that 
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l b- E T(z), so (y, z)~R(b), 
0 cycle,(a;:+l)Eq5(z) for 1 bi<m- 1, 
l s1 E P ( P ,  b) and qEp(s,, b-1. 
Thus by Corollary 5.5, M, xk cycle,(a). 
Suppose now that M, x~cycZe,(a). By Corollary 5.5, there is a finite subset 
IV’ c W with x E IV’ and a mapping 4: IV’ -+ 2eC’(‘), such that cycle,(a) E 4(x), and if 
y E IV and cycle,(a;) E 4(y), then either there is a test g? such that M, y+g and 
p~p(q, g?), or there are states s r ,..., s, in S, 1 < m < ISI, an atomic program b and 
a successor z E IV’ of y such that 
. (Y, z) E R(b), 
. cycle,(a;:+l) E d(z) for 1 Q i < m - 1, 
l slEdP,b) and qEh,,,b-). 
We claim that cycle,(a;) E 7’(y) for all y E IV’ and cycle,(a;) E 4(y). In particular 
cycle,(a) E T(x). 
We now prove the claim. Let YE IV’ be such that it has no successors in W’ and 
let cycle,(a;) E d(y). Then there is a test g? such that M, vl=;s and p E p(q, g?), so 
by the induction hypothesis, g E T(y), and by condition (3.3), cycle,(a;) E T(y). 
Suppose now that we have already proven the claim for all successors of a node 
y E IV’. It is easy to verify that the claim holds for y, because of condition (3.3). 
Since IV’ is finite, the claim holds for all YE W’. 
We now turn to upwards and undirected cycle formulas. Note that as upwards 
cycle formulas propagate undirected cycle formulas, we have to consider both 
simultaneously. We will prove by induction on the distance of a node from the root 
of the tree that cycle,(a) E T(x) iff M, xkccycle,(a) and cycle(a) E T(x) iff M, xk 
cycle(a). 
Consider first the root of the tree. By condition (4.2) there are no upward cycle 
formulas in T(A), and by Proposition 5.6 no upward cycle formula is satisfied in A. 
Thus, by condition 4.1, cycle(a) E T(x) iff there are states s,,,..., s, in S, 0 <m < ISI, 
such that s,, = s, s, = t ,  and cycle,(a~~+~) E T(A) for 0 6 i < m - 1. By the previous 
argument for downward eventualities, the last condition is equivalent to the 
following: there are states s,,,..., s, in S, O<m<lS\, such that sO=s, s,=t, and 
M, l~cycfe,(a”,;+‘) for 0 < id m - 1. By Proposition 5.3, the last condition holds iff 
M, A b cycle(a). 
Consider now a node xie W. By condition (4.2), cycle,(a) E T(xi) iff there are 
states p, q E S and an atomic program b such that 
l b E T(xi), 
0 cycle(a;) E T(x), 
l PEP(.s, b) and tep(q, b-). 
By the induction on nodes, the last condition is equivalent to the following: there 
are states p, q E S and an atomic program b such that 
. (xi, x) E R(b), 
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l M,  xt=cycle(a;), 
l PEP(S, b) and tEp(q, b-). 
By Proposition 5.6, the last condition holds iff M, xi~cycle,(cc). 
Finally, by condition (4.1), cycle(a) E T(x) if and only if there are states so,..., s, 
in S, 0 6 m 6 JSI, such that s0 = s, s, = t ,  and for 0 < i < m - 1 either cycZe,(cc,“:-1) E 
T(x) or cycleJa;;+l) fz T(x). 
By the induction hypotheses, the last condition is equivalent to the following: 
there are states so,..., s, in S, O<m< IS(, such that s,,=s, s,=t, and for 
0 < i 6 m - 1 either M, x~cycle,(a::+‘) or M, xkcycle,(a::+‘). By Proposition 5.3, 
the last condition holds iff M, x/=cycZe(N). 
The induction step for eventualities is analogous to the induction step for cycle 
formulas: first the induction is carried out for downward eventualities and, then by 
induction on the distance of nodes from the root, for upward and undirected even- 
tualities. Details are left to the reader. 1 
The next step is to build a Btichi automaton on n-ary trees over the alphabet 
2c’(“)“p”0~” {‘I that accepts precisely the Hintikka trees forf: Rather than do that, 
we build three automata: the local automaton A,, the ( )-automaton A, >, and 
the cycle automaton A,.,,,.,,, such that T(A,)n T(A, ,)n T(A,,,,J is the set of Hin- 
tikka trees for J: The local automaton checks Hintikka conditions (lt(3), (4.1-3) 
and (5.1-3). It is built analogously to the local automaton for ADPDL. The ( )- 
automaton checks Hintikka condition (5.4). It is a set-subtree automaton. The cycle 
automaton checks Hintikka condition (4.4). It is also a set-subtree automaton. 
Finally, we convert the ( )-automaton and the cycle automaton to Biichi automata 
and combine them with the local automaton. 
The ( )-Automaton 
The ( )-automaton is a set-subtree automaton A, > = (ccl(f) u Prog u {I}, 
pC >). For the transition relation p< >, we have that (sr,..., S,)EP< )(s, a) iff: 
. sea, and 
l If (~()~g E s, where tl = (C, S, p, s, F), then there is a state p E S such that 
cycle(cr;) E a and either p E F and g E a or there is an atomic program b and a state 
qEp(p, 6) such that for some s, we have b-Esj and (a,),g~s~. 
The Cycle Automaton 
The cycle automaton is a set-subtree automaton Acyrlr = (ccl(f) u Prog u {I}, 
pC-vCre). For the transition relation pCYCle, we have that (sr,..., s,) E pCVCre(s, a) iff: 
. sea, and 
. if cycle,(a) ES, where a = (Z, S, p, s, {t}), then either there is a test g? such 
that g E a and t EP(S, g?) or these are states s,,..., s, in S, 1 d m < ISI, and an 
atomic program b such that for some sj we have 
l b-es- 
. cycfed{&+l) E sj for 1 < i< m - 1, and 
l s, EP(S, 6) and tep(sm, b&). 
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It is immediate to check that conditions (l)-(4) of the definition of set-subtree 
automata are satisfied for A, > and Acvrk. Furthermore, A, > and ACycle clearly 
accepts precisely the trees that satisfy Hintikka conditions (5.4) and (4.4), 
correspondingly. Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 5.13. Let f be a converse-ADPDL formula, and let T: [n]* + 
2c’(-f)“P’og” {I) be an n-ary tree. Then T is a Hintikka tree for f iff TE T(A,) n 
T(A < ,) n T(4.d I 
As for ADPDL, we have proven 
THEOREM 5.14. The satisfiability problem for converse-ADPDL can be solved in 
exponential time. 
Again, the sat&ability problem for converse-PDL is reducible to the satisliability 
problem for converse-ADPDL. Thus we have also reestablished an exponential 
upper bound for the satisfiability problem for converse-PDL. Note that since con- 
verse-ADPDL extends ADPDL, it has the same exponential lower bound as 
ADPDL. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented a unifying technique for obtaining decision procedures for 
modal logics of programs. We have demonstrated our technique by proving 
exponential upper bounds for several variants of deterministic propositional 
dynamic logic. In [32] we sketched a proof of an exponential upper bound for a 
propositional p-calculus Mp --. A full proof of this result will appear in a future 
paper. 
Our technique is based on the tree model property, which seems to be more fun- 
damental then the small model property. Furthermore, we can actually use our 
technique to prove the small model property. The algorithm for testing emptiness of 
Biichi automata works by checking the existence of good embedded subtrees. These 
subtrees can be combined to form a finite structure that can be unraveled into an 
accepting run. The size of this structure is polynomial in the size of the given 
automaton. When this automaton is the automaton that accepts precisely the set of 
Hintikka trees for a formulaf, the above structure is actually a model forf: Thus, if 
a formula f of loop-ADPDL is satisfiable, then it has a model whose size is at most 
exponential in the length of,fi In the case of conoerse-DPDL, this construction does 
not work. Indeed, because of the presence of the conuerse construct, positive atomic 
programs in the resulting structure may be nondeterministic. This is to be expected, 
since converse-DPDL does not have the finite model property. 
In [14], the maximal model technique was used to prove completeness of an 
axiom system for PDL. Their technique was extended in [l] to DPDL. Our 
automata-theoretic technique can also be used to prove completeness results. The 
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idea is to allow only consistent sets of formula as states in the automata, and then 
to prove that automata that are built from consistent states necessarily accept some 
trees. This technique fails, however, for converse-ADPDL, since the extended 
closure for a converse-ADPDL formula includes formulas that are not converse- 
ADPDL formulas. Thus the axiomatization of converse-ADPDL remains an open 
problem. 
APPENDIX 
In [32] we defined eventuality automata. In eventuality automata, the acceptance 
condition is specified by a collection Fc 2” of designated sets. A run 4 of A over T 
is accepting if and only if, for all infinite paths p starting at jV we have inf(& p) n X 
for all XE F. 
Having defined eventuality automata, we went on to prove that the emptiness 
problem for eventuality automata can be solved in polynomial time. Unfortunately, 
while writing that paper we were not aware of [ZS]. We show now that every even- 
tuality automaton can be converted to an equivalent Biichi automaton, with a 
polynomial increase in size. This conversion, together with Theorem 1.2, yields a 
polynomial time algorithm for the emptiness of eventuality automata. 
THEOREM A. 1. Let A = (.G S, P, So, {Fob,..., Fk ~I }) be an eventuality 
automaton. There is a Biichi automaton A’ with kl Al states such that T(A) = T(A’). 
Proof Let A’ = (2, S’, P’, S;,, F), S’ = s x {O,..., k - 1 }, Sb=SoX {O}, 
F = FO x (O}, and for 0 < id k - 1 ((s, , j) ,..., (s,, j)) E p’((s, i), a) iff (s, ,..., s,,) E 
p(s, a), and either s$ F, and i= j or SE F, and j= i+ 1 (mod k). We leave it to the 
reader to show that T(A) = T(A’). i 
We note that in [32] we had a direct reduction from the satisfiability problem to 
the emptiness problem for eventuality automata. In the process of writing the 
proofs we realized that they can be significantly simplified by the introduction of 
subtree automata and set-subtree automata. 
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